
Smart polder 



This book shows where  

curiosity has led us to.

A vision of the possibilities of

our oldest source of inspiration.



Smart polder

Water,  we have respect for it. We nourish ourselves with water, have fun with water, we protect 

ourselves with - and against - water, water transport us ... we are water.

Yes, water moves us I might say. Water flows like a river through everything we do. Water drives our 

curiosity every time as a source of inspiration.

What if we can do even more right to water? If we not only serve ourselves with water but  give the 

water something in return? What if we use the energy from water, and more ... if we can help it to flow, 

nourish it with oxygen and bring it above ground for everyone to see.

This book shows where our curiosity has let us so far. A vision of the possibilities of our oldest source 

of inspiration. And as water flows, are the developments already underway.

Because if we could use water as energy.

What will be possible?

Barry Scholten, IF Technology



“Using warm surface water, why 

did we never think of that?”





Whether it is a new to build residential area or a renovation project in a  old city center. If there is water, 

it can be used for heating. Often these developments are in areas where the water quality is poor. 

Surface water in these urban areas is heated up do through global warming, this results in water quality 

problems as botulism, algae and fish mortality. 

Using the heat from surface water has positive effects on the water quality. Cooling the surface water 

inhibits the development of algae and botulism. An additional advantage is that colder water can 

absorb more oxygen. 

The benefits? significantly lower CO2 emissions; lower investment costs; lower operating costs; People 

Planet Profit and real corporate social responsibility. 

Smart polder heating



"We store the summer heat of surface 

water in ground water, in order to be 

used again in the winter.”



The heat in surface water is used as a primary energy source for heating  buildings and hot tap 

water by means of a heat pump. The summer heat available in surface water is stored in the soil 

by an aquifer terminal storage  system (ATES) for the cold winter months. In autumn and spring, 

the heat from the surface water is used immediately. 

The new housing estate “De Laak” in 

Amersfoort applies surface water in a 

special way. The energy demand is 

mainly for heating. This will be extracted 

in summer from the surface water of the 

canal the Laak. The water from the lower 

part of the residential area is pumped to 

the higher area of the Laak area in order 

to prevent summer drought.

Smart polder heating: 

How does it work?

source: Het Planbureau voor de Leefomgeving (PBL) 
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“Zelfs een sloot kan al een grote 

hoeveelheid warmte energie leveren”

"Even a small canal, can deliver 

a large amount of heat energy."



"Sustainable cooling?

We just have to look more to nature ... "



Door een natuurlijk fenomeen in diepe 

meren blijft winterkoude geïsoleerd van 

zomerwarmte. In combinatie met 

bodemenergie ontstaat een uniek 

energieconcept.



No deployment of an energy wasting air conditioner or chiller but make use of the elements present in nature. Cold in 

abundance in the winter and priceless in the summer. Besides supplying cooling energy, extra heat of a few degrees in the 

surface water in winter can be used to defrost ponds so that fish mortality can be prevented. Also, locks and waterways can 

be kept free of ice.

Smart polder cooling



In the spring you can even directly cool 

with relatively cold surface water.



Winter cold  of every type of surface water can be stored in an aquifer. This cold  can be deliverd

as cooling in summer with a low energy consumption and with very high cooling power. It is also 

possible to directly cool with the  surface water in the spring and autumn. In this way the amount 

of cold that has to be stored is limited and can be reserved for the hottest part of summer. This 

kind of cold storage systems have a very high efficiency an low costs.

For the cooling of the new building of 

UPC Leeuwarden in the   Netherlands, 

cold is stored  during the winter  from the 

nearby canal the "Harlingertrekvaart” in 

a ATES system. Thanks to this 

technique, the building  received a 

BREEAM Excellent certificate.

Surface water cooling: 

How does it work?

source : Het Planbureau voor de Leefomgeving (PBL) 

Streams and canals in the Netherlands
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Door een natuurlijk fenomeen in diepe 

meren blijft winterkoude geïsoleerd van 

zomerwarmte. In combinatie met 

bodemenergie ontstaat een uniek 

energieconcept.

"Cooling energy in abundance in 

the winter and priceless in the 

summer."



"There is a treasure of energy,

just above the bottom of deep 

lakes. "





A Lake Source Cooling has a very high cooling capacity at the very moment that this is most desirable. 

This cold can be extracted with a relatively simple and low-cost installation. And in contrast to a thermal 

storage system, no energy balance is required. The Lake Source Cooling water can also be used for 

irrigation and water supply. The system provides a liable source of fresh water during drought while 

delivering renewable cooling.  

Lake Source Cooling
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Nature saves cold

even in the summer 

in deep water.



In deep lakes is naturally stock of cold present. This cold remains largely insulated from the 

summer heat by a natural phenomenon (stratification). The temperature differences of the 

seasons and the cold of the winter supplements the extracted cold. With a Lake Source Cooling 

this cold pumped up form the deep and used for example the cooling of buildings or  processes. 

By combining the properties of an ATES system and a Lake Source Cooling a unique energy 

concept can be created . In combination heating can be delivered and an almost infinite source 

of cold is available. 

COBB BV in the village of Herveld cools its 

chicken stables in a sustainable manner by 

combined aquifer thermal energy storage 

with cooling from the nearby  lake. Recent 

studies show that the energy saving is 

approximately 90%  compared to a 

traditional cooling system. And that this 

concepts has a payback of within 2 years.

Lake source cooling:

How does it work?

source : Het Planbureau voor de Leefomgeving (PBL) 

Stagnant waters in the Netherlands



De natuur brengt steeds de koude in 

balans, daarom is de voorraad van 

koude bijna oneindig.

"Nature always brings the cold in 

balance, therefore, the stock is 

almost infinite"



The Netherlands are known in our battle with water. Every day hundreds of small and large pumping stations are pumping 

millions cubic meters of water to keep  our country dry and our fields green.  This in addition to our efforts to control the water 

quality in our cities and recreational areas. Dutch water management takes a lot of energy, this in a time of durability and 

energy savings. What if we can use too much, too little or too dirty water for the supply of energy? Then water management 

becomes energy generation an a pumping station a power plant

Water managment power plant



Water level management 

is then energy production.



De natuur brengt steeds de koude in 

balans, daarom is de voorraad van 

koude bijna oneindig.

IF Technology

Technical water solutions, 

in synergy with nature.


